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ABSTRACT. This is a survey of a recent work done by the three authors, in
which an analysis of geometric properties of a structure relative to a reduct
iq ilnitia$\dagger$ cd. Ill particular, $(\{(_{\vee^{\backslash fi_{I}}}$ 1 $dt)[(\}$ groups and fields in \dagger liis context arc cou-
bidered. In a relatively l-based theory every group ib definably isogenous to a
subgroup of a group definable in the reduct. For relatively CM-trivial theories
(which encompass certain Hrushovski $s$ amalgams, such as the fusion of two
strongly $111i_{t1}i\iota$ iial theories or (’ $()10$ lured fieldg), we $pr()vo$ tllat every group can
be mapped by a $homomorphi_{b\ln}$ with central kernel to a group definable in
the reduct.
1. INTRODUCTION
Both $DCF_{0}$ , the theory of differential closed fields in characteristic $0$ , and the
theory ACFA of existentially closed algebraically closed fields equipped with an
automorphism satisfy a strong structural condition on definable groups: They can
be embedded into an algebraic group. In both cases, the proof reduces to setting
up a group configuration dia,$\circ$ ra.m
$\neg_{--}$
from the $c\gamma lribient$ definable group and froni there
recovering all algebraic group.
A structure is called l-based if it does not interpret a (coniplete) pseudo-plane, a
specific incidence configuration on$(^{\backslash }.apt_{t}\iota\iota ring$ the $r()lation$ betwoen lines and points in
the euclidian plane. This has important consequences [11]: a stable l-based group
is abelian-by-finite and every defina.ble set is a boolea11 $co$ lllbi]la.tio11 of cosets of
subgroups (which moreover are definable over the algebraic closure of $\emptyset$ , so there
are only boundedly many such subgroups)
Generalizing tlie concept of pseudo-plane to higher dimensions, a structure is
called CM-trivial if it does not interpret a pseudo-space. It has been shown [16]
that CM-trivial groups are nilpotent-by-finite.
This article is a survey of recent work [6] by the authors generalizing the previous
set-up to the case of a theory relative to a reduct, capturing hence the two examples
exhibited at the beginning of the discussion, as well as several exotic structures
obtained by tlic $\Gamma\{raisS\acute{C}^{\backslash }$-IIrusliovski aliialgal $\iota\iota atioI$1 $co\iota istructioii$ , 1 $Ii_{ob}t$ llotably the
colourcd fields and the fusion of two strongly $1\iota\iota i_{11}i_{111}a1$ scts [21, 22, 1, 4, 2, 12, 5].
It is proven that every defil $|$able group in a relatively l-based theory is defi}la.bly
isogenous to a subgroup of a definable group in the reduct, and a definable group
in a relatively CN-trivial theory is 111apped by a definable homogeny with central
kernel to a definable group in the reduct.
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This work was presented during the conference in Model Theory at RIMS in
November 2008 and the authors would like to express their gratitude to the organ-
isers.
2. MAIN RESULTS
We will consider a stable theory $T$ in a language $\mathcal{L}$ together with a reduct $T_{0}$
in a sublanguage $\mathcal{L}_{0}$ . Note that $T_{0}$ is again stable. One could (and should in
the case of the fusion) work with several reducts simultaneously, but in order to
simplify the exposition we shall only consider a single one. We assume that $T$ comes
equipped with a fillitary closure operator $\langle\rangle$ such that for every real set $A$ we have
$A\subseteq\langle A\rangle\subseteq$ acl $(A)$ . Model-theoretical notions such as definable or algebraic closure
dcl, acl, types tp, canonical bases Cb or independence $J$ refer to $T$ . If we mean
them in the sense of $T_{0}$ , we will indicate this by the index $0:dc1_{0},$ $a’c1_{0},$ $tp_{0},$ $Cb_{0}$ ,
$\backslash \llcorner^{0}$ . Moreover, we will assume that $T_{0}$ has geometric elimination of imaginaries, i.e.
every $T_{0}$-imaginary element is $T_{0}$ -interalgebraic with a real tuple. Note that this
always holds if $T_{0}$ is strongly minimal with infinite $ac1_{0}(\emptyset)$ .
Definition 2.1. The theory $T$ is l-based over $T_{0}$ with respect to $(.\rangle$ if for every
real algebraically closed sets $A\subseteq B$ and every real tuplc $c$ , if
$\langle A\overline{c}\rangle\downarrow^{0}BA$ ’
then tbe canonical $1$ ) $asc$ Cb $(\overline{c}/B)$ is algebraic over $A$ (in the sense of $T^{cq}$ ).
Definition 2.2. The theory $T$ is CM-trivial over $T_{0}$ with respect to $\langle.\rangle$ if for every
real algebraically closed sets $A\subseteq B$ and every real tuple $\overline{c}$ , if
$\langle A\overline{c}\rangle_{\backslash }L^{0}BA$ ’
then the canonical base Cb $(\overline{c}/A)$ is algebraic over Cb $(\overline{c}/B)$ (in the sense of $7^{7(^{\backslash }}q$ ).
Remark 2.3. Every theory is l-based (resp. CM-trivial) over itself with respect
to acl. If $T$ is $1-b\alpha$ed (resp. CM-trivial) over its reduct to equality with respect to
acl, then $T$ is l-based (resp. CM-trivial) in the classical sense. The converse holds
if $T$ has geometric elimination of imaginaries.
Every relatively l-based theory is relatively CM-trivial.
Definition 2.4. The theory $T$ is l-ample over $T_{0}$ with respect to $(.\rangle$ if there are
real $t$ uples $\overline{a},\overline{b}$ and $\overline{c}$ such that:. $ac1(a,\overline{b})_{\backslash }L_{\iota(^{\backslash }.l(\overline{a})}^{0}\langle ac1(a),$ $c\rangle$ .. $\overline{c}$ L.. $\overline{b}$ .
Definition 2.5. The theory $T$ is 2-ample over $T_{0}$ with respect to $\langle.\rangle$ if there are




As in the classical setting, it is straightforward to see that:




Though the definitions above need not require much in terms of the nat,ure of the
closure operator, in order to have these notions stable under adding or removing
parameters, we need impose the following extra conditions on $\langle.\rangle$ :
$(\dagger$ $)$ If $A$ is algebraically closed and $bJ$ $A^{C}$ ’ then $\langle Abc\rangle\subseteq ac1_{0}(\langle Ab\rangle, \langle Ac\rangle)$ .
$(\ddagger$ $)$ If $\overline{a}\in ac1_{0}(A)$ , then $\langle$acl $(\overline{a}),$ $A\rangle\subseteq ac1_{0}($acl $(\overline{a}),$ $\langle A\rangle)$ .
Example 2.7.. $DCF_{0}$ is l-based over $ACF_{0}$ with respect to tlle differential closure $ac1_{\delta}$ ,
which satisfies $(\dagger$ $)$ and $(\iota)[27,15]$ .. ACFA is l-based over $ACF$ with respect to the $\sigma$-closure $ac1_{\sigma}$ , which
satisfies again $(\dagger$ $)$ and $(\ddagger$ $)$ [8].
Another class of relatively CM-trivial structures are those obtained by means
of the $b^{\backslash }raiss\acute{e}$-Hrushovski amalgamation construction. Briefly, the method can be
described as follows: One considers a specific class of structures equipped with
a primitive notion of (pre-)dimension satisfying the submodularity inequality, to-
gether with the notion of a $\backslash \backslash ^{\backslash }rlf-.\backslash ^{\backslash }\uparrow ffi(i\rho nt$ subset $A\leq B$ (the predimension of $A$ is
minimal among predimensions of supersets of $A$ in $B$ ). One can now apply $\Gamma(r_{r}^{r}\iota i_{b^{\backslash }S(^{\backslash }}’’s$
amalgamation method to construct a countable strongly homogeneous model; if the
conditions are sufficiently definable, it will be saturated for its theory. However,
in this structure 0-dimensional sets (in the sense of the predimension) will not be
algebraic in general. In order to make them algebraic, one has to impose certain
finiteness conditions on the number of realizations of certain minirnal O-dimensional
sets; this has to be done uniformly in order to preserve first-order definability. One
thus obtains a strongly minimal (or at least finite rank) self-sufficient substructure,
known as the collapse. By means of this method Hrushovski constructed [13] a
strongly minimal counter-exalnple to Zilber’s trichotomy conjecture, as well as the
fusion of two strongly minimal sets into a single one [12], implying in particular that
there is no maximal strongly minimal theory. Other examples include the coloured
fields as introduced by Poizat $(a\iota 1$ algebraically closed field with a predicate for ei-
ther a subset of algebraically independent elements, or a proper non-trivial additive
subgroup in positive characteristic, or a proper non-trivial multiplicative subgroup
in characteristic zero) [21, 22, 1, 3, 4, 2], or the fusion of two strongly minimal
expansions of a common vector space over a finite field [5].
Our goal was to isolate the common features of all known examples of amalga-
mation, though the construction used in $e_{c}^{l}1c.hc_{c}re$ is slightly different, in order to
obtain the following result.
Proposition 2.8. All $knori$ } $nr\tau n7nplr^{)}9$ of $Fmi_{b_{\backslash }^{\backslash }9}\backslash \acute{e}-Hr\tau/sho?\prime s^{Y}\lambda\cdot i_{\backslash }\backslash ^{\backslash }$ amalgams $a\prime rr$ CM-
trivial $0\uparrow n’ rth\rho l$)$asr)$ theorie(s) with respecf to the $9t,$) $lf-.s\uparrow fficirnt$ closure.
In particular thc colourcd fields are CM-trivial over the theory of algebraically
closed fields.
The key technical result is the following proposition which is valid in a general
setting. It allows to pass from the algebraicity relation given by an ambient group
law defined in $T$ to a $T_{0}$ -algebraicity condition after blowing up by a countable Mor-
ley sequence in the generic type. In general the resulting $T_{0}$-algebraicity condition
may well be trivial, for example if $T_{0}$ is the reduct of $T$ to equality. The relative
geometric conditions will ensure that it captures a big part of the original group.
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Proposition 2.9. Let $G$ be a connected $gm?ipt\uparrow/pe$-definable over $\emptyset$ in $T$ , and
consider two generic independent elements $a,$ $b$ of $G$ with $c=ab.$ Let $D$ be a
countable Morley sequence of the generic type of $G$ over $a,$ $b$ and set
$\alpha=ac1_{0}$ (acl $(b,$ $D)$ , acl $(c,$ $D)$ ) $\cap$ acl $(a, D)$
$\beta=a’c1_{0}$ (acl $(a,$ $D)$ , acl $(c,$ $D)$ ) $\cap$ acl $(b, D)$
$\gamma=ac1_{0}(ac1(a,$ $D)$ , acl $(b,$ $D))\cap$ acl $(c, D)$ .
Then $\alpha,$ $\beta$ and $\gamma$ are pairrvise independent but each one is 0-algebraic over the other
two. Moreover, $\alpha$ is 0-intemlgebraic with $Cb_{0}(ac1(b,$ $D)$ , acl $(c,$ $D))/ac1(a, D))$ and
hence
acl $(b, D)$ , acl $(c, D)\backslash L^{0}\alpha$ acl $(a, D)$ .
Using proposition 2.9, we may now obtain the following theorem by a straight-
forward application of the group configura,tioii theorem $il|T_{0}$ .
Theorem 2.10. Let $T$ be a stable theory together with a stable reduct $T_{0}$ which
$ho.9$ geome$f71C$ elimination of imaginari es. $E?’\rho n/tr/p\rho-definable$ connected group $G$
in $T$ ran be mapped $nia$ a $t\uparrow/pe-drfinal\prime le$ homomorphism $\phi$ to a $T_{0}$ -interpretable
group $H$ such that for any two generic independent elements $g,$ $g’$ in $G$ we have
that acl $(g)$ , acl $(g’)\iota_{\phi(g\cdot g)}^{0}$ acl $(gg’)$ and $\phi(g\cdot g’)$ is 0-interalgebraic with
$ac1_{0}$ (acl $(g)$ , acl $(g’)$ ) $\cap$ acl $(gg^{f})$ .
Again, in general $H$ could be trivial. Under the extra assumption that $T$ is
l-based over $T_{0}$ , we may show that the kernel is finite.
Theorem 2.11. Let $T$ be a stable theory together with a stable reduct $T_{0}$ which
has geometric elimination of imaginaries. If $T$ is l-based over $T_{0}$ with respect to
a closure opemtor satisfying $(\dagger$ $)$ and $(\iota)$ . then every type-definable connected group
$G$ in $T$ is allo $\eta)_{\iota}9$ a definable homomorphism with finite kemel to a $T_{0}$ -interpretable
group $H$ .
Recall that in the classical setting, CM-trivial groups of finite MMorley rank are
nilpotent-by-finite since they do not interpret neither infinite fields nor bad groups
[16]. We can now prove the following result in the relative CM-trivial cue.
Theorem 2.12. Let $T$ be a stable theory together with a stable reduct $T_{0}$ which has
geometric elimination of imaginaries. If $T$ is CM-trivial over $T_{0}$ with respect to a
closure operator satisfying $(\dagger$ $)$ and (i), then $eve\prime r^{\vee}y$ connec$ted$ type-definable group $G$
in $T$ can be mapped via a type-definable homomorphism $\phi$ into a $T_{0}$ -interpretable
group $H$ such that the kemel of $\phi$ is contained (up to finite index) in the center
$Z(G)$ of $G$ .
Therefore, we obtain the following corollaries.
Corollary 2.13. Under the same hypotheses as above, every simple group $G$ type-
definable in $T$ embeds in.to a $T_{0}$ -interpretable group.
Using the previous corollary, given a field $K$ one can embed $PSL_{2}(K)$ (which is
a simple group) into a $T_{0}$ -interpretable group; it can be shown that the subgroup
$K^{+}xK^{\cross}$ embeds into a $T_{0}$-definable group $L^{+}\rangle\triangleleft L^{\cross}$ , where $L$ is a $T_{0}$ -interpretable
field. Hence we conclude the following.
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Corollary 2.14. Under $the\backslash \backslash n,meh\uparrow/pothese90,sal$) $0\uparrow;e$ . $e\uparrow\prime er\uparrow/fieldKt\uparrow/pe-definal)le$
in $T$ is $d\rho finabl?/$ isomorphic to a $s\uparrow xf$)$fic^{J}ld$ of a $T_{0}$ -interpretable one. Moreover, if $T$
$l\iota$as finite Lascar rank, thcn $K$ is definably isomorphic to a $T_{0}$ -interpretablc field.
Remark 2.15. Without assuming condition $(\iota)$ , one can still prove Theorem 2.12
if $G$ is non-abelian. Hence, both corollaries hold without the condition $(\ddagger$ $)$ .
Using Poizat(s results on bad linear groups [23], we obtain the following.
Corollary 2.16. $ln$ $a$ eoloured feld, $e,? \prime er?/\inf/,nil\not\in$ simple definable group is linear.
No bad fipld can be defined in a red field. If a green field defines a bad $qro\uparrow/p.$ then
the group consists only of semisimple elements.
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